1. The idea about eating sources reminds me of this scene (attached at the end of this document) from La Marquise
de Sade, an 1887 novel by Rachilde. In this scene, the sadistic heroine Mary manipulates her lover Siroco, a
gardener's assistant, into giving her as a token of his love a unique flower which is his boss’s prize possession. The
flower is a new graft called “Emotion” because it causes extreme emotion in all the insects of the garden, who
flock to it (and, as we see, also extreme emotion in the people who see it). When the old gardener shows the flower
to Mary and Sirico, Sirico exclaims, “It is very pretty!” to which Mary replies, “It makes you want to eat it!” Once
the gardener leaves, a seduction scene begins, and Mary prevails upon Sirico to cut it for her. Before he gives in,
they have a physical fight which escalates into a full-on attack, causing Mary to lose consciousness. Sirico believes
he has killed her and is gripped with extreme grief. When Mary comes to, Sirico agrees to clip the rose for her:
“Sirico reached out once, twice, then plucked it with eyes closed; a shudder ran through his whole being.” Mary
takes the rose and eats it, so that no one else can ever witness its beauty and it becomes a part of her. A Dionysian
scene through and through.

2. The idea of experience camps calls to mind John Fowles’s second novel, The Magus (1965), whose plot involves
one man going to great lengths to create an immersive anachronistic experience for another. Fowles calls the setup the “godgame.”
Nicholas Urfe is a young English teacher on a Greek island, Phraxos, where he meets an old eccentric named
Conchis, whose large estate is sign-posted “Salle d'Attente.” Over several long visits to the estate, Conchis tells
Urfe his own history, interwoven with the Nazi occupation of Greece, ancient Greek mythology, and local history.
Sometimes he explicitly stages small masques for Urfe; at other times, Urfe wakes up in the night to find a full-on
recreation of a battle scene, with no explanation. The line between the made-up and the real begins to blur.
At one point, Conchis tells Urfe about cyanide capsules shaped like teeth, which soldiers would keep in their
mouths in case of capture. Then he serves Urfe a tooth in a game like Russian roulette (though all the teeth turn
out to be candy replicas).
Conchis shows Urfe an old photograph of his childhood lover Lily, who then shows up in the 1960s looking
exactly the same. Urfe falls in love with her, even as he is unsure whether she is a ghost, a hired actress, an
amnesiac, a mental patient, or something else. (She also has a twin sister Rose who shows up always separately.)
The godgame is effective because it’s completely immersive (and performed without Urfe’s consent). The fourth
wall is sometimes broken but then replaced with something else. I’ve attached the scene where Urfe officially
meets Lily for the first time, in which Urfe describes how, even though he knows it’s a farce of some sort, he finds
himself compelled to act in kind (“I found myself formalizing my speech, as if I too was pretending to be in a
drawing-room of forty years before. After all, it was a masque, and I wanted, or after a very short while began to
want, to play my part.”)
Perhaps the “experience camp” (which would require the user’s consent) would also have unexpected twists to
disorient the visitor, so that the visitor is never sure of other participants’ roles, of what is past or present,
documented fact or fiction.
(Nb. Fowles's third novel, The French Lieutenant’s Woman, is an excellent example of historiographic metafiction, in
which the narrative framework begins to break down as the 20th-century narrative voice describes the 19thcentury characters and it becomes clear that what needs to happen for a nicely tied-up narrative could not actually
happen within the framework of the story as told by a modern voice. Famously, the book has two endings, one
right after the other.)

